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Executive Summary
ParallelChain is a blockchain infrastructure developed by
ParallelChain Lab, a blockchain research and development
company founded by Ian Huang in 2018.
ParallelChain powers two layer-one blockchain platforms:
ParallelChain Private and ParallelChain Mainnet. The former
is a business-native permissioned platform powering
market-ready software built for specific business purposes,
while the latter is an open-source blockchain platform
where developers can build and deploy decentralized
applications using smart contracts. ParallelChain natively
supports Turing-complete smart contracts written in
developer-friendly languages such as Rust and GO.
This Ecosystem Litepaper introduces the vision behind the
ParallelChain project and how it leverages the dual-layer
protocol and the groundbreaking interoperability between
the private and public platform to truly bridge the
decentralized and traditional financial realms.
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The Blockchain Revolution,
one layer at a time.
Phase 1. Enterprise Network

ParallelChain Private
Paving the way for institutional adoption with a permissioned
blockchain, ParallelChain Private is built with unique security and
privacy functionalities designed for business users whose use
cases have high requirements on latency and data protection.

Phase 2. Decentralized Network

ParallelChain Mainnet
Advancing the growth of the decentralized economy with a
faster, cheaper and more secure public blockchain platform to
support the rapid evolution of DeFi and metaverse.

Phase 3. Ecosystem

Inter-ParallelChain Communication
The infrastructure bridge to connect the enterprise
and DeFi networks on ParallelChain and enable their applications
to work across both layers – establishing the blockchain
ecosystem for mass adoption.
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Confronting
the
major
blockers
in adoption.

The internet became the ubiquitous
infrastructure because its functionality
reached both business and individual
users.
We identified several constraints that
must be resolved before blockchain can
be broadly applied.

SPEED

LEGITIMACY

Being fast is no longer a differentiator

Currently, blockchain transaction fees

but a standard. A few thousands TPS

are paid in cryptocurrency, which has

might be acceptable for trade activities

not been recognized as a means of

(note: VISA handles ~2k TPS) but it is far

payment in most countries. This is a

from fast enough, or cheap enough, to

major blocker for enterprises to move

power commercial scale applications.

their business on a blockchain network.

CONFIDENTIALITY

COMPLIANCE

Business data is confidential, and

Business applications collect huge

privacy is non-negotiable for

amounts of user data. The blockchain

enterprises, they will never put their

must comply with data protection

data into public networks. The Web3

regulations and provide infrastructure-

ecosystem must be able to

level mechanisms to ensure consumer

accommodate this difference.

data privacy and ownership.

A technology
constrained by its definition.
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Introducing
ParallelChain Mainnet
As ParallelChain Private
matured and adoption began
to climb, ParallelChain Lab
began the second stage of the
project in late 2020 and started
to build the public infrastructure
layer for ParallelChain, as
known as the Mainnet.

It is an open-source smart
contract platform for
decentralized applications.
The Mainnet network is secured
by ParallelBFT, a unique proof-ofstake consensus designed to
balance high performance and
genuine decentralization.

A public blockchain not just for the decentralized,
but to decentralize.
Advanced Scaling.

Smart Contracts.

Using the familial chain to off-grid

As an open-source platform for

computing, the mainnet achieves

decentralized applications, the

80,000 TPS and solves the

mainnet supports smart contract

asynchronicity and latency issues

written in Rust, GO and WASM

inherent to optimistic rollups.

(more in the future).

Accountable
Decentralization.

Open Delegation.

The network employs a multi-

XPLL on ParallelChain to help

tiered node operation system

secure the protocol, participate in

designed to balance speed and

governance and earn token

decentralization, leveraging KYC

rewards. There is no minimum

and cap-and-margin model to

staking amount required for

prevent concentration of power.

delegation.

Anyone can delegate and stake
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The three-tier
Node Operation system

Governing Node.
The most senior validator class
that forms the network‘s trusted
security backbone, operators are
required to stake the highest
amount of XPLL set at 2,500,000
XPLL at launch.

Alpha Node.
The middle class that lies between
Governing and Beta nodes in
terms of security and anonymity,
requiring operators to stake
1,000,000 XPLL at launch.

Beta Node.
The most junior validators class
that allows for anonymous
participation and makes the
validator composition more
democratic, with minimum stake
starts from 500,000 XPLL at launch.
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Introducing
ParallelChain Private
4 years ago, ParallelChain Lab
took on the mission to build a
new blockchain infrastructure
that is scalable and accessible
to both business and mass
users.

Starting with ParallelChain Private,
a permissioned blockchain
platform built with commercial
scalability and protocol-level
privacy mechanisms for business
data protection and compliance.

Usable in business, useful for everyone.
ParallelChain Private is…
Fast.

Adopted.

Powering applications to run at

Launched in 2018, ParallelChain

120,000 TPS and 0.003 second

Private has been powering a

latency, with consistent

variety of applications for users

performance when scaled.

in FinTech and public sectors.

Business-native.

Compliance-friendly.

ParallelChain Private utilizes the

Built for commercial adoption,

unique “proof-of-immutability”

ParallelChain Private is the only

algorithm to ensure business

blockchain compatible with data

data privacy and ownership.

privacy principles including GDPR.

Portable.

In the game.

ParallelChain provides featured

Driving adoption with major

smart contracts framework for

tech companies, ParallelChain

Hyperledger-powered apps to

is a blockchain partner of IBM

migrate onto ParallelChain.

AWS, and many others.
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Powering applications
for all business verticals.
eKYC-Chain
Biometric-based RegTech for eKYC
and digital identity ecosystem, with
GDPR-grade user data privacy
protection.

ChattelChain
And agile and secure tokenization
platform that turns enterprise
loyalty program and products into
tokenized offerings.

PreventiveChain
AI-enhanced monitoring system
that protects internal data from
careless and malicious insiders
with anti-spoofing face recognition.

ApprovalChain
An accountability-focused project
management and tracking system
with user-defined smart contracts
and customizable features.
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Completing the Ecosystem with

Inter-ParallelChain
Communication (IPC)

A revolutionary infrastructure feature native to ParallelChain, IPC
enables the permissioned and permissionless networks on
ParallelChain to interoperate securely at protocol level, allowing
businesses to access the decentralized space while maintaining
security and privacy attributes.

DeFi and Web3
Interoperability.
ParallelChain aspires to become the foundational
infrastructure for Web3 by creating a common ecosystem for
everyone – including the public sector, enterprises, DeFi
players and end-users. IPC provides a bridge to connect
these otherwise isolated communities, allowing them to
flexibly interface with one another, creating a new reality that
bridges the physical and digital worlds.

Shared Security.
The IPC allows networks on ParallelChain Private to
piggyback on the Mainnet‘s consensus protocol and
enjoy stronger security. Leveraging the patent-pending
technique, Proof-of-Immutability (PoIM), business users
will have the means by which they can harness
decentralized web while preserving their sovereignty
and data privacy.
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We are engineers from the era of core
“
technology and infrastructure network design.

The decentralized future that we all hope to build
is only achievable with a solid infrastructure.

“

Ian Huang
Founder & CEO

ParallelChain Lab
ParallelChain Lab is the research & development
company behind ParallelChain.
It spearheads the evolution of blockchain with owndeveloped technology and drives business adoption
by integrating artificial intelligence and data science
to ensure the blockchain offerings have the features
and functionalities that the market is looking for

2020 FINTECH AWARDS

2020 FINTECH AWARDS

”FinTech
of the Year”

”Outstanding Real Time
Monitoring Blockchain
Application System Solution”

ARTHUR D. LITTLE

ARTHUR D. LITTLE

”#1 Blockchain
in the world”

”Best Blockchain
Solution”
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Enterprise
Adoption Partners
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Featured in…

Backed by…
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www.parallelchain.io
(+852) 2325 6667
info@parallelchain.io
@ParallelChainLB
ParallelChain Lab
@parallelchainofficial

